We consider the problem of preemptively scheduling jobs to minimize mean response time of an M/G/1 queue. When the scheduler knows each job's size, the shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) policy is optimal. Unfortunately, in many settings we do not have access to each job's size. Instead, we know only the job size distribution. In this setting, the Gittins policy is known to minimize mean response time, but its complex priority structure can be computationally intractable. A much simpler alternative to Gittins is the shortest expected remaining processing time (SERPT) policy. While SERPT is a natural extension of SRPT to unknown job sizes, it is unknown how close SERPT is to optimal.
INTRODUCTION
Scheduling to minimize mean response time in a preemptive M/G/1 queue is a classic problem in queueing theory. When job sizes are known, the shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) policy is known to minimize mean response time. Unfortunately, determining or estimating a job's exact size is difficult or impossible in many applications, in which case SRPT is impossible to implement. In such cases we only learn jobs' sizes after they have completed, which can give us a good estimate of the distribution of job sizes.
When individual job sizes are unknown but the job size distribution is known, the Gittins policy minimizes mean response time [3, 10] . Gittins has a seemingly simple structure:
• Based on the job size distribution, Gittins defines a rank function that maps a job's age, which is the amount of service it has received so far, to a rank, which denotes its priority [24] . • At every moment in time, Gittins applies the rank function to each job's age and serves the job with the best rank.
Unfortunately, hidden in this simple outline is a major obstacle: computing the rank function from the job size distribution requires solving a nonconvex optimization problem for every possible age. Although the optimization can be simplified for specific classes of job size distributions [3] , it is intractable in general.
In light of the difficulty of computing the Gittins rank function, practitioners turn to a wide variety of simpler scheduling policies, each of which has good performance in certain settings. Three of the most famous are the following: • First-come, first-serve (FCFS) serves jobs nonpreemptively in the order they arrive.
-FCFS generally performs well for low-variance job size distributions and is optimal for those with the decreasing mean residual lifetime property [3, 22] . • Foreground-background (FB) always serves the job of minimal age, splitting the server evenly in case of ties.
-FB generally performs well for high-variance job size distributions and is optimal for those with the decreasing hazard rate property [3, 9, 21, 22] . • Processor sharing (PS) splits the server evenly between all jobs currently in the system.
-PS has appealing insensitivity [7, 8, 15] and fairness [20, 25] properties which ensure passable mean response time for all job size distributions, but it is only optimal in the trivial special case of exponential job size distributions.
These are a few of the many scheduling heuristics studied over the past several decades [1, 2, 11, 12, 16, 19, 26, 27] . Unfortunately, there are no optimality guarantees for any policy other than Gittins that hold across all job size distributions. In fact, each of FCFS, FB, and PS has infinite competitive ratio compared to Gittins. 1 We therefore ask:
Is there a simple scheduling policy that achieves nearoptimal mean response time for all job size distributions?
One candidate for such a policy is shortest expected remaining processing time (SERPT). Like Gittins, SERPT assigns each job a rank as a function of its age, but SERPT has a much simpler rank function: a job's rank is its expected remaining size. That is, if the job size distribution is X , then under SERPT, a job's rank at age a is
where lower rank means better priority. Intuitively • For discrete job size distributions with n support points, Gittins's rank function is piecewise linear with as many as Ω(n 2 ) segments and can thus take Ω(n 2 ) time to compute, whereas SERPT's rank function takes just O(n) time. • For continuous job size distributions, computing Gittins's rank function at a single age a requires solving a nonconvex optimization problem whose objective requires numerical integration to compute, whereas SERPT's rank function requires just numerical integration.
Challenges
SERPT is intuitively appealing and simple to compute, but does it have near-optimal mean response time? This question is open: there is no known bound on the performance gap between SERPT and Gittins. To be precise, letting 2
be the mean response time ratio between SERPT and Gittins for a given job size distribution X , there is no known bound on
This competitive ratio is difficult to bound because we have to consider all possible job size distributions X . In fact, until recently it was unknown how to compute C SERPT (X ) even given a specific job size distribution X . This changed with the introduction of the SOAP technique [24] , which can analyze the mean response time of any scheduling policy that can be specified by a rank function. We can use SOAP to numerically compute C SERPT (X ) for any given job size distribution X . However, SOAP does not give a bound on SERPT's competitive ratio, which requires considering all possible X .
One might hope to derive a general expression for C SERPT (X ) using SOAP. While this is possible in principle, the resulting expression appears intractable. In light of this, our strategy is to design a new scheduling policy that captures the essence of SERPT but has a more tractable mean response time expression.
A New Simple Scheduling Policy: M-SERPT
In this paper we introduce a new policy called monotonic SERPT (M-SERPT) that is simple to compute and has provably near-optimal mean response time. Like Gittins and SERPT, we specify M-SERPT using a rank function. Roughly speaking, M-SERPT has the same rank function as SERPT, except a job's rank never improves:
We prove that M-SERPT is 5-competitive, meaning its mean response time is at most 5 times that of Gittins. This makes M-SERPT the first scheduling policy known to be constant-competitive with Gittins. The competitive ratio is even smaller at lower system loads. For example, M-SERPT is 3-competitive for load ρ < 8/9. M-SERPT achieves this near-optimal mean response time with a rank function that is as simple to compute as SERPT's (Table 1 .1).
The result that M-SERPT is 5-competitive is a worst-case bound. We demonstrate through several practical examples that M-SERPT's performance is often very close to Gittins's. For example, Figure 1 .1 compares the mean response times of several policies, including M-SERPT, to that of Gittins. The job size distribution in the example is a mixture of four bell curves. Across all loads, M-SERPT's mean response time is at most 4% worse than Gittins's.
Contributions
We give the first scheduling policy that is provably constant-competitive with Gittins (Sections 4 and 5).
• The policy we propose is monotonic SERPT (M-SERPT), a variant of SERPT that admits a simpler mean response time expression (Propositions 3.5 and 3.6). • The simpler mean response time expression enables us to prove that M-SERPT is 5-competitive for mean response time, with an even smaller competitive ratio at lower loads (Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4).
Proving that M-SERPT is 5-competitive requires a new strategy for analyzing the mean response times. Building on the SOAP analysis method of Scully et al. [24] , we give new mean response time formulas for M-SERPT and Gittins that are well suited to bounding their competitive ratio. Specifically, our formulas allow us to split the competitive ratio computation into manageable chunks based on "hills" and "valleys" of the rank functions (Section 3).
Related Work
In this paper we consider minimizing mean response time in the setting of an M/G/1 queue with unknown job sizes. We are not aware of prior work on competitive ratios in this exact setting, but there is prior work in related settings, which we review below.
Wierman et al. [26] study the M/G/1 with known job sizes. They prove that all scheduling policies in a class called SMART are 2-competitive for mean response time, where the baseline for this setting is SRPT [23] . All SMART policies use job size information, so they cannot be applied to our setting of unknown job sizes. Proving competitive ratios in our setting is significantly more challenging because the scheduling policies involved, namely M-SERPT and Gittins, have much more complicated mean response time formulas than SRPT and the SMART class [24] .
We now move to settings with unknown job sizes. For such settings, Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [13] propose the randomized multilevel feedback (RMLF) policy to achieve low mean response time. RMLF has been studied in two settings:
• In the worst-case setting, meaning job sizes and arrival times are chosen adversarially, RMLF has mean response time Θ(log n) times that of SRPT, where n is the number of jobs in the arrival sequence [6, 13] , which is the best possible performance in this setting [18] . • In the stochastic GI/GI/1 setting, Bansal et al. [5] prove that as the system load ρ approaches 1,
(1.1)
These results are different from ours in two important ways. First, the results do not prove constant competitive ratios: they give asymptotic ratios that become arbitrarily large in the n → ∞ and ρ → 1 limits, respectively. In contrast, we show that M-SERPT is constant-competitive at all loads ρ, even in the ρ → 1 limit. But perhaps the non-constant ratio is unsurprising in light of the second difference: the results compare RMLF with SRPT, not with Gittins, even though job sizes are unknown. This is because the optimal policies for the worst-case and GI/GI/1 settings are not known, so SRPT is the only baseline available for comparison. In contrast, in the M/G/1 setting we know Gittins is optimal, so we directly compare M-SERPT to Gittins in our competitive analysis. A final setting is a hybrid between the worst-case and M/G/1 settings. Megow and Vredeveld [17] consider scheduling jobs with stochastic sizes but adversarially chosen arrival times. However, rather than considering the metric of mean response time, they consider mean completion time. The difference between the metrics is that a job's response time is measured relative to its arrival, whereas a job's completion time is measured relative to time 0. Completion and response times are only the same when all the jobs arrive at once. Thus, while Megow and Vredeveld [17] show that Gittins is 2-competitive for mean completion time, this does not translate into a competitive ratio for mean response time.
SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION
We consider scheduling in an M/G/1 queue where jobs have unknown size. We write λ for the arrival rate and X for the job size distribution, so the system load is ρ = λE[X ]. We assume ρ < 1. Jobs may be preempted at any time without delay or loss of work.
Many quantities defined in this paper depend on one or both of X and ρ, but we leave this implicit in our notation to reduce clutter.
We write F and f for the tail and density functions of X , respectively. For ease of presentation we assume f is well defined and continuous, but our proofs can be adapted to other job size distributions.
We write E[T π ] for the mean response time under policy π , and we write E[T π (x)] for the expected response time of a job of size x under policy π . For the most part, π is one of • G, denoting Gittins; • S, denoting SERPT; or • MS, denoting M-SERPT.
These policies are defined formally in Section 2.1. We use the same subscripts for other quantities that depend on the scheduling policy. We omit the subscript when discussing a generic SOAP policy.
SOAP Policies and Rank Functions
A SOAP policy [24] is specified by a rank function
which maps a job's age, the amount of time it has been served, to its rank, or priority. 3 All SOAP policies have the same core scheduling rule: always serve the job of minimum rank, breaking ties in firstcome, first served (FCFS) order.
Definition 2.1. The Gittins policy is the SOAP policy with rank function
. Definition 2.2. The shortest expected remaining processing time (SERPT) policy is the SOAP policy with rank function
. Under our assumption that the job size distribution X has a density f , each of Gittins, SERPT, and M-SERPT has a continuous rank function [4] .
SOAP RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS WITH HILLS AND VALLEYS
Our ultimate goal is to bound the ratio of the mean response time of M-SERPT to that of Gittins. In this section we obtain formulas for the mean response time of each of M-SERPT and Gittins, which is the first step of bounding the ratio. We give an exact formula for M-SERPT and a lower bound for Gittins. Rather than exactly following the original SOAP analysis of Scully et al. [24] , we present a new approach based on what we call "hills" and "valleys" of rank functions. This method is especially well suited for analyzing M-SERPT and Gittins. The one restriction is that we assume that every job follows the same rank function, so the method does not apply to systems with multiple job classes. 4 
SOAP Review: The Pessimism Principle
We begin by very briefly reviewing one of the key ideas behind the SOAP response time analysis [24] . The idea, called the Pessimism Principle, will motivate the new definitions we introduce in Section 3.2.
To analyze mean response time of a SOAP policy, we use the "tagged job" approach. Consider a job J of size x arriving to a steadystate system. We want to find J 's expected response time, which is E[T (x)]. This is tricky because under an arbitrary SOAP policy, both J 's and other jobs' ranks can go up and down with time.
The Pessimism Principle [24, Section 4.3] simplifies the story with the following observation: we do not change J 's response time if at each moment in time we schedule it not by its current rank but by its worst future rank, w x (a) = sup a ≤b <x
This simplifies the story because even if the rank function r is nonmonotonic, J 's worst future rank w x (a) is nonincreasing in a.
We now sketch the overall story of J 's time in a system where we modify the scheduler to always serve J using its worst future rank. Note that this does not correspond exactly to the events that happen in the real system, which schedules J according to its current rank, but the Pessimism Principle guarantees that J 's response time is the same in the real system and the modified system.
• When J first arrives, its effective rank is w x (0), its worst ever rank. • The amount time from J 's arrival to this first service is J 's waiting time Q(x). This first service happens when J outranks every other job in the system, meaning the other jobs all have rank w x (0) or greater. • The amount of time from J 's first service to its departure is J 's residence time R(x). This is at least J 's size x, but it may be more because J can still be interrupted by new arrivals which outrank it. We can write J 's expected response time as the sum of its expected waiting and residence times,
To write down concise bounds or exact formulas for waiting and residence times, we need to know two key ages: 5 4 While one could generalize our method to systems with multiple job classes, the effort required to do so is roughly equivalent to performing the original SOAP analysis [24] . 5 The full story told by Scully et al. [24] is more complicated than this, featuring more than just two key ages, but our simplified version suffices for this paper. • the age at which new jobs, meaning those that arrive after J , are first outranked by J ; and • the age at which old jobs, meaning those in the system when J arrives, are first outranked by J .
Recalling the fact that the scheduler breaks rank ties in FCFS order (Section 2.1), we can describe these ages in a bit more detail:
• New jobs are outranked by J when they reach rank greater than or equal to w x (0), which is J 's worst ever rank. Let y(x) be the earliest age at which this happens. • Old jobs are outranked by J when they reach rank strictly greater than w x (0). Let z(x) be the earliest age at which this happens. The definitions in the upcoming Section 3.2 serve two purposes. First, they allow us to precisely define the key ages y(x) and z(x). Second, they introduce concepts that we use to structure our competitive analysis (Section 4).
Hills and Valleys
We have seen that to analyze mean response time of SOAP policies, we need to focus on the worst ever ranks of jobs. This motivates us to examine the ages at which a job's rank reaches a new "running maximum". In Figure 3 .1, these ages are labeled as hills, and other ages are labeled as valleys. More formally:
• A hill age is an age a at which a job's rank is worse than it was at all previous ages, meaning r (b) < r (a) for all b < a. • A valley age is an age a that is not a hill age, meaning there is some b < a such that r (b) ≥ r (a). A hill or valley is an interval of hill ages or valley ages, respectively.
We emphasize that hills and valleys are not simply the regions where the rank function is increasing or decreasing. As shown in Figure 3 .1, during hills, the rank function is strictly increasing, but during valleys, the rank function may increase, decrease, or neither.
With the concepts of hills and valleys we can define the key ages y(x) and z(x) from the end of Section 3.1.
Definition 3.1. The previous hill age of size x is the latest hill age before x:
y(x) = sup{y < a | y is a hill age}.
Definition 3.2. The next hill age of size x is the earliest hill age after x:
z(x) = inf {z ≥ a | z is a hill age}.
For any size x, we always have
which becomes two equalities if and only if x is in a hill. Connecting these definitions back to our tagged job analysis from Section 3.1, consider a job J of size x. Job J first attains its worst ever rank w x (0) at age y(x). Other jobs also first reach rank w x (0) at age y(x), then first reach a strictly greater rank at, or rather immediately after, age z(x).
Strictly speaking, z(x) is not actually a hill age when x is in a valley. This is because r (z(x)) is on the boundary between x's valley and the following hill. Therefore, r (y(x)) = r (z(x)) by continuity of the rank function, so z(x) does not have rank strictly worse than y(x) and is thus not a hill age. With that said, we still call z(x) a weak hill age because r (b) ≤ r (z(x)) for all b < z(x), which is the same condition as for hill ages but with a non-strict inequality. We only use weak hill ages for Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, which apply to any weak hill age, including both ordinary hill ages and ages that are z(x) for some size x.
M-SERPT Response Time
We now analyze the mean response time of M-SERPT. Specifically, we will give exact formulas for E[Q MS (x)] and E[T MS (x)], the expected waiting and residence times for a job of size x, which are defined as in Section 3.1.
Recall from Definition 2.3 that M-SERPT has a monotonically increasing rank function. That is, a job's rank never improves with age. That means a job of size x attains its worst ever rank at, or rather immediately before, age x. Write w x for this worst ever rank. The job's worst future rank is w x at all ages a.
Consider a job J of size x arriving to a steady-state system. What is J 's expected waiting time? When J arrives to the system, it sees a number of old jobs, each of which delays J until it either completes or exceeds rank w x . Because jobs have rank at or below w x up to age z MS (x), the expected delay due to the old jobs is the steady-state amount of work in an M/G/1 system where jobs are truncated at size z MS (x). We write this expectation using the following definitions.
Definition 3.3. The x-truncated load is the what the load of the system would be if every job's size were truncated at x:
For convenience, we define ρ(x) = 1 − ρ(x).
The expected steady-state work in an M/G/1 where jobs are truncated at size t is τ (t)/ρ(t), so we can simply plug in t = z MS (x) to get J 's delay due to old jobs during its waiting time.
New jobs may arrive before J begins service, each of which is served until age y MS (x) before reaching rank w x . This means J 's expected waiting time is the expected length of a busy period with expected initial work τ (z MS (x))/ρ(z MS (x)) and load ρ(y MS (x)). 
.
The residence time of J is even simpler: it is a busy period started by J 's size x with load ρ(y MS (x)). 
Gittins Response Time
We now turn to analyzing the mean response time of Gittins. Because we seek an upper bound on E[T MS ]/E[T G ], a lower bound on E[T G ] suffices for our purposes. We begin by analyzing the expected waiting time of a job of size x under Gittins. We can make the same type of argument as we did for M-SERPT in Section 3.3, but there is one difference: under Gittins, it is possible for old jobs to outrank the tagged job J even at ages greater than z G (x). This is because the Gittins rank function can be nonmonotonic. While exactly characterizing the delay contribution of such old jobs is tricky, simply ignoring them still yields a lower bound on expected waiting time. 
We now move to bounding the residence time under Gittins. Using the same reasoning as for M-SERPT, we might hope to get a formula like x/ρ(y G (x)). Unfortunately, this is only an upper bound when the Gittins rank function is nonmonotonic, because new jobs that arrive after the tagged job attains its worst ever rank might not be served all the way to age y G (x).
Instead of emulating the analysis we did for M-SERPT, we give two lower bounds on Gittins's residence time. The first bound is trivial: a job is served entirely during its residence time, so the mean residence time of any SOAP policy is always at least the mean service time. 
OUTLINE OF COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
We have formulas for the mean response times of M-SERPT and Gittins, divided into waiting and residence times, allowing us to numerically compute a mean response time ratio for any particular job size distribution. The challenge is to use the formulas to prove a bound on the mean response time ratio that holds for all job size distributions. Our approach is to upper bound M-SERPT's mean waiting and residence times separately. We begin by explaining the overall outline of the mean waiting and residence time bounds and how they combine to show that M-SERPT is constant-competitive. We then give some of the key ideas behind how we prove those bounds.
Waiting and Residence Time Bounds
The first step is to bound the mean waiting time under M-SERPT. We do so by directly comparing its mean waiting time to that of Gittins.
Lemma 4.1. The mean waiting time of M-SERPT is at most twice that of Gittins:
Proof. See Section 5.3.
The second step is a bound on the mean residence time under M-SERPT. Our approach here is compute a direct bound. 
Proof. See Section 5.
To give intuition for the load-dependent bound in Theorem 4.3, we put it in terms of concrete values below. 6 The numbers 0.9587 and 0.9898 are approximations accurate to 4 significant figures. 
Key Ideas for Waiting Time Bound
How are we going to prove that M-SERPT's mean waiting time is at most twice that of Gittins? Right now we have mean waiting time formulas in terms of each policy's hills and valleys. The first step is therefore to relate the hills and valleys of M-SERPT to those of Gittins.
Lemma 4.5. Every Gittins hill age is also an M-SERPT hill age.
Proof. See Section 5.2.
That is, every Gittins hill is covered by a single M-SERPT hill, but every Gittins valley may be covered by a combination of M-SERPT hills and valleys.
Consider the ratio of expected waiting times for a particular job size x. If x is in a Gittins hill, then it is also in an M-SERPT hill, so y(x) = x = z(x) for both policies. Therefore, by Propositions 3.5 and 3.7,
The case where x is in a Gittins valley is more difficult. Consider a Gittins valley V which is divided into three intervals
where V 1 and V 2 are M-SERPT valleys and H is a very small M-SERPT hill. Suppose the intervals in order of increasing age are V 1 , H , and V 2 . Job sizes
so their expected waiting time is actually less under M-SERPT than under Gittins. However, job sizes
so their expected waiting time is greater under M-SERPT than under Gittins. The expected waiting time ratio for job sizes in V 2 can actually be arbitrarily large.
In this example, M-SERPT "makes a mistake" relative to Gittins by adding an extra hill H to its rank function. How badly does this mistake increase mean response time? Roughly speaking, it depends on two factors:
(i) the expected waiting time ratio for job sizes in V 2 , and (ii) the probability a job has size in V 2 .
It is not clear that the extra hill does not badly increase mean response time. In fact, there are job size distributions such that if one perturbs the Gittins rank function by adding an arbitrary extra hill, ratio (i) can be large and probability (ii) can be close to 1. Fortunately, M-SERPT does not add extra hills arbitrarily: it does so based on expected remaining size. We use this to show that the larger ratio (i) is, the smaller probability (ii) is. See Section 5.3 for details.
Key Ideas for Residence Time Bound
When bounding mean waiting time we directly compare M-SERPT to Gittins, which works well because we had a good lower bound for mean waiting time under Gittins. In contrast, we do not have good bounds for mean residence time under Gittins, so we need an approach that does not directly compare M-SERPT to Gittins.
We take inspiration from an observation about residence time under FB, which satisfies [14] 
We show an analogous bound for M-SERPT in Lemma 4.2:
This is a useful bound because we can relate the right-hand side to the mean waiting and residence times under Gittins using Lemma 4.1 and either Proposition 3.8 or Proposition 3.9.
Proving the above mean residence time bound for FB is essentially just integration by parts [14] . This simple proof is possible because FB has one big hill and no valleys. The story is more complicated for M-SERPT because it can have valleys. While the same integration by parts computation still works for M-SERPT's hills, it does not work for its valleys.
It is not clear that the mean residence time bound should hold for a policy with valleys. In fact, if one perturbs the FB rank function by adding an arbitrary valley, the bound may well not hold. Fortunately, M-SERPT does not add extra valleys arbitrarily: it does so based on expected remaining size. We use this to construct a new argument that, roughly speaking, extends the integration by parts to valleys. See Section 5.4 for details.
PROOFS FOR COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
We use subscript G, S, and MS to denote quantities under Gittins, SERPT, and M-SERPT, respectively.
Our main theorem bounds the competitive ratio of M-SERPT. Its proof uses lemmas proven later in this section. 
Proof. Bounding mean response time amounts to bounding mean waiting and residence times. By Lemma 4.1 (Section 5.3), 
(5.1)
We can give two different bounds on the last term of (5.1), each of which yields a bound on the mean response time ratio. Applying Proposition 3.8 yields
Applying Proposition 3.9 instead yields
Taking the minimum of these two bounds gives us
which expands to the desired piecewise bound. □
Monotonicity Facts
In the remainder of this section we make frequent use of monotonicity facts. These monotonicities are listed in Table 5 .1. All monotonicities mentioned in this paper, including those in the table, are meant in the weak sense, meaning decreasing means "nonincreasing" and dually. So as not to disrupt the flow of the proofs, we hereafter use facts from Table 5 .1 either without explicit mention or with only a reference to the table. We also have r MS (b) ≤ r MS (a) because a is an M-SERPT weak hill age and b < a, so r S (b) ≤ r S (a).
Hills and Valleys of Gittins and M-SERPT
Expanding the definition of r S yields
Multiplying both sides by λ and applying Definition 3.3 gives us
Because ρ(b) ≤ 1, the right-hand side is at least 1 − ρ + α ρ, which implies the desired inequality. □
The right-hand side of the bound in Lemma 5.1 is increasing in ρ, implying the following simpler bound. 
Waiting Time Bound
For any x ∈ (y G , z G ], Lemma 4.5 implies the following key fact:
Applying Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 and Table 5 .1, we obtain
It remains only to show that q(y G , z G ) ≤ 2. To do so, we split the integration region into three pieces at carefully chosen ages y * and z * , then bound each of q(y G , y * ), q(y * , z * ), and q(z * , z G ). Before specifying y * and z * , we need two other definitions. First, for all x ∈ (y G , z G ], let
With this notation, Lemma 5.1 says that if x is a weak hill age, then 7
Second, let x * ∈ (y G , z G ] be the age such that
Such an age must exist because by 
, so x * exists by continuity of G.
We can now define y * = y MS (x * )
We bound each of q(y G , y * ), q(y * , z * ), and q(z * , z G ) in Steps 1-3 below. The core of each step is bounding ρ(y G )/ρ(y MS (t)) and ρ(z G )/ρ(z MS (t)).
• By Table 5 .1 and (5.2) we have ρ(z G ) ρ(z MS (t)) ≤ 1 (5.5) and, using (5.4) ,
(5.6)
• Because y MS (t) and z MS (t) are hill ages, by (5.3) we have
and, using (5.4) ,
Finally, to avoid having to mix F and G, we define
which allows us to write f (t)
. 7 Even though G(y G ) = 1, we find that explicitly writing G(y G ) in ratios with other uses of G makes the proof easier to follow.
Step 1: bounding q(y G , y * ). Because both y G and y * are M-SERPT hill ages, neither is in the interior of a valley. This means we can partition (y G , y * ] into M-SERPT hills and valleys. Specifically, there exist
• either z 0 = y 1 or (z 0 , y 1 ] is an M-SERPT hill.
For each M-SERPT valley, we have y MS (t) = y i and z MS (t) = z i for t ∈ (y i , z i ], so applying (5.7) and (5.8) yields
(5.9)
For each hill, we have y MS (t) = t = z MS (t) for t ∈ (z i , y i+1 ), so applying (5.7) and (5.8) yields
(5.10)
Combining (5.9) and (5.10) for each hill and valley implies
Step 2: bounding q(y * , z * ). Because y MS (t) = y * for all t ∈ (y * , z * ), applying (5.5) and (5.7) yields
Applying these to (5.11 ) and using the fact that 
Residence Time Bound
Proof. We can partition R ≥0 into M-SERPT hills and valleys, meaning there exist
such that
• either y 0 = z 0 or (y 0 , z 0 ] is an M-SERPT valley, • (y i , z i ] is an M-SERPT valley for all i ≥ 1, and
We wish to show ∆ R (0, ∞) ≤ ∆ Q (0, ∞) + ∆ log (0, ∞). It suffices to show that for each valley (y i ,
and that for each hill (z i , y i+1 ],
We prove the hill and valley bounds in Steps 1 and 2 below, respectively.
Step 1: bound for hills. We have y MS (t) = t = z MS (t) for all sizes t ∈ (z i , y i+1 ). Recalling Definition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, this
Similarly, by Proposition 3.6,
Finally, we have
Examining the three derivatives, we see
which implies (5.13), as desired.
Step 2: bound for valleys. We have y MS (t) = y i and z MS (t) = z i for all sizes t ∈ (y i , z i ), which means
This holds for y i < t < z i , but we must still account for discontinuities in at t = y i and t = z i . We first prove a lower bound on ∆ Q (y − i , z + i ). We have
Both terms on the right-hand side are nonnegative by Table 5 .1. Applying Corollary 5.2 with a = z i and b = y i to the first term and dropping the second term yields
. (5.14) We now turn to ∆ R (y − i , z + i ). We have
Applying Corollary 5.2 with a = z i and b = t to the last term on the right-hand side yields
Using integration by parts one can compute
Substituting this into (5.15) causes many terms to cancel, leaving us with
which combined with (5.14) implies (5.12), as desired. □
A INFINITE COMPETITIVE RATIO OF TRADITIONAL POLICIES
In this appendix we discuss the competitive ratios of three traditional policies: FCFS, FB, and PS. We will show all three are ∞-competitive. FCFS has mean response time [12] 
This is infinite if the job size distribution X has infinite second moment, but other policies have finite mean response time for all job size distributions, so FCFS is ∞-competitive.
For the specific case where all jobs have size x, FB has mean response time [12] 
This is worse than FCFS's mean response time in the same case by a factor of 1/(1 − ρ), which becomes arbitrarily large in the ρ → 1 limit, so FB is ∞-competitive. PS has mean response time [12] 
That is, the response time of PS is insensitive to the details of the job size distribution, depending only on the mean. While PS is thus generally considered to have fair performance for all job size distributions, there are certain distributions where other policies outperform PS by far. For example, Kamphorst and Zwart [14] show that when X is a Pareto distribution with shape parameter 1 < α < 2, FB has mean response time scales as
2 − α log 1 1 − ρ in the ρ → 1 limit. Thus, the mean response time ratio between PS and FB becomes arbitrarily large in the ρ → 1 limit, so PS is ∞-competitive.
